But if that mount occurs invariably in the hand of ambitious people, and is larger in proportion to their ambition, are we not justified in regarding it as in some way a sign of that quality? "Arbitrary" and "empirical" are good words with which to label anything that cannot be explained ; but these arbitrary and empirical ideas are often the result of observations none the less keen and reliable that they are not published regularly in a scientific journal. gained.
We may seem, perhaps, to be dealing too seriously with a pastime of giddy or love-sick girls who want to be assured that they will soon be married to a rich and handsome loverBut, indeed, palmistry has little to do with these incidents, in spite of the predictions of the gipsy whose hand is duly crossed with silver. But the shape and markings of the hand indicate constitution, as any doctor will tell. On constitution largely depends temperament) and temperament is the foundation of character. ThuS> without calling in the aid of the planets or throwing over* board entirely modern habits of thought, it may be possible to find a satisfactory and not wholly unscientific basis for the art of palmistry.
